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N-free posets have recently taken some importance and motivated many studies. This class of 
posets introduced by Grillet [8] and Heuchenne [11] are very related to another important class 
of posets, namely the series-parallel posets, introduced by Lawler [12] and studied by Valdes et 
al. [21]. This paper shows how N-free posets can be considered as generalizations of series-parallel 
posets, by giving a recursive construction of N-free posers. Furthermore we propose a linear time 
algorithm to recognize and decompose any N-free poset. This yields some very naturel problems, 
namely: which are the properties (such as linear time algorithm for some invariant) of series- 
parallel posets that are kept for N-free posets? 
1. Introduction 
Series-parallel graphs or digraphs are well known, since the early work of Duffin 
[5] and others. They were defined as analogues of electrical networks. In [12] Lawler 
introduced a class of posets named series-parallel which were studied also in [21] and 
[21. 
In the following we introduce a generalization of the series-prallel posets. 
Throughout P= (E, - )  denotes a finite and nonempty (i.e. having at least one 
vertex) partially ordered set or poset. Furthermore we denote by Max(P) (resp. 
Min(P)) the set of all maximal (resp. minimal) elements of P. 
We define a concatenation operation (quasi-series composition) on posets as 
follows: 
Let PIP2 be two posets and let A c_ Max(P1) and B c Min(P2) with A :~0 and 
B~0.  
P= (PI,A)* (P2, B) is the poset obtained as follows: if PI = (El, -<1) and P2 = 
(E2, -<2), with E1AE2=O, then P=(EtUE2, <-) is such that: 
a<b if a, beE  1 and a<-lb 
or a, beE2 and a<_2b 
or acE  l, beE  2 and there exist aeA,  f leBsuchthat  
a-< l a and fl~2 b. 
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(When A = Max(/) 1) and B = Min(Pa), we obtain the classical series composition as 
defined in Lawler [12] or in Valdes et al. [21]). 
This operation is a particular case of the graph operations tudied in [3] by 
Cunningham or more generally of combinatorial operations as studied in [4] by 
Cunningham and Edmonds. 
Let us recall the classical parallel composition on posets. P = Pj +/)2 is the poset 
obtained on E=E~ UE 2 from the disjoint union of Pl an/)2. 
Hence we can define the Quasi-Series-Parallel (QSP for short) class of posets, as 
the smallest class of posets that contains P0 and closed under quasi-series and 
parallel compositions. (Where P0 is the poset having only one element.) 
Decomposition trees for QSP 
A QSP defined by a sequence of quasi-series and parallel compositions can be 
represented in a natural way, by a binary tree as shown in Fig. 1. 
This tree has been constructed by: 
(i) Associating the trivial tree having one node with the trivial poset P0. 
(ii) Using the rules of Fig. 1 to build larger trees from smaller ones as the process 
of building QSP posets by quasi-series and parallel compositions progresses. 
Let T/, i= l, 2, 3, be the binary tree associated with the QSP poset Pi. Then: 
i fP3=PI+P 2 7"1 T2 
T3= ",, / 
P 
if P3=(PI,A),(P2, B) 
7" 1 7" 2 
T3= \ /  
QS(A, B) 
Fig. 1. Decomposition tree. 
Notes (1) This decomposition tree is not unique. 
(2) As we label the QS-nodes of a decomposition tree by the two associated sets 
A and B, then the tree provides a reconstruction of P. 
For examples of QSP posets and associated ecomposition trees, see Figs. 2 and 
3 which show examples given by Leclerc and Monjardet in [13]. 
In Section 2, we study this class of posets and show that it has some properties 
with respect o poset invariants uch as the jump number and the dimension. 
We are wondering if some other poset invariants (such as scheduling problems) 
can be easily computed for QSP posets as shown for series-parallel graphs by 
Takamizawa et al. in [20]. 
In Section 3, we show the class of QSP posets is identical to the well known class 
of N-free posets studied by many authors such as: Grillet [8], Hemminger and 
Beineke [10], Heuchenne [11], Leclerc and Monjardet [13], Rival [17] and Syslo 
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[19]. Thus N-flee posets can be considered as extensions of series-parallel posets and 
it is very natural to ask which properties are kept. 
In Section 4 we propose a kind of standard decomposition and its associated 
decomposition tree and also a linear recognition algorithm based on this tree. 
2. Jump and number and dimension of QSP posets 
A linear extension of a finite ordered set P is a total ordering r of the elements 
of P in which a<b in r, whenever a<b in P. 
Let us denote by ~(P)  the set of all these linear extensions. 
2.1. Jump number 
For r=x l  . . . . .  xn~Y:(P) a jump of r is a pair (Xi, Xi+l) , l<_i<_n such that 
Xi~Xi+ 1 in P. 
We define also the jump number of r, denoted by a(r, P) as the number of such 
couples. 
Similarly we define a(P) = mince ~w) a(r, P)  as the jump number of P. 
Recently the jump number has received some attention by Chein, Cogis, Gierz, 
Habib, Pulleyblank, Poguntke, Rival, Syslo in references [1], [2], [7], [15], [16], [17] 
and [19]. 
In particular, Pulleyblank in [15] showed the NP-completeness of the problem to 
determine a(P) and this explains our interest in polynomially determining the jump 
number of restricted classes of posets, such as QSP posets. 
At last, we use two classes of linear extensions: 
(a) (/(P)= {r~ ~(P) I  a(r, P )= a(P)}, the set of all optimal linear extensions. 
(b) ~(P), the set of all 'greedy' linear extensions. 
This notion was first introduced in [2]. 
A greedy linear extension is obtained when using systematically the following 
rule: "Climb as high as you can". 
More precisely, a linear extension can be seen as a sequence of maximal sub- 
sequences of elements of P separated by the jumps (i.e. r= C 1 • C 2 . . . . .  Ca(r,p)+l 
2~(P)). 
We define 
Pi= P -  U Cj. 
l<_j<_i 
r is a greedy linear extension iff Vi, 1 <_ i <_ a('c, P), ~y minimal in Pi, such that 
y covers sup(C/) in P. 
(For any subsequence C of r, we define two distinguished vertices, which are resp. 
the least and the greatest element of C with respect o the linear extension r. We 
denote these elements resp. by sups(C) and inf,(C). When there is no possible 
ambiguity, we simply denote them by sup(C) and inf(C)). 
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Let us now consider P = (P1, A) * (/)2, B) and r ~ S(P).  Let a (resp. b) denote the 
rightmost (resp. leftmost) element of A (resp. B) in r. Thus we can decompose: 
T = r laZ2bz  3 • 
The subsequence rl is made up with maximal subsequences of elements of PI and 
/)2. Clearly these subsequences are separated by jumps as their elements are 
necessarily incomparable in P. Thus we can construct Vl as follows: 
t i t !  H v~=rl ~ where rl consists of elements of P2, 
r~ consists of elements of Pl. 
Similarly for r2 and r3 we obtain: 
f ( r )  = z-[rfar~r2'br~'r; 6 S(P),  
the canonical linear extension associated with r. 
Obviously, we have a(r, P)  = a(f(r), P). 
Lemma 1. I f  P = (P1, A) • (P2, B), then a(P) >_ a(P 1) + a(P2). 
Proof. Let us consider e  G(P), and v=f( r )  as above: 
This yields immediately 
v'= r~ar~r 3 e ~(PI), v" = r~'r~'br~' e 5((P2). 
t /  Since (sup(r~'),inf(r~)), (sup(r~),inf(r~')) and (sup(r 3),inf(r~)) are jumps of v, we 
have: 
a(v, P)  = a(v', Pl) + a(v", P2) + the jump (sup(r~), inf(r~')). 
And thus, including the case where r~ and r~' are empty, 
a(P) >_ a(P1 ) + a(P2). [] 
Lemma 2. Let P= (PI, A) * (/92, B) and ~,~(Pl) C g/(P1), (q(P2) C tJ/(P2). Then a(P) = 
a(Pl) + a(P2) and ~,q(P) c_ ~/(P). 
Proof. Let r ~ ,~q(P), necessarily using the previous decomposition r = rlabr3 (i.e. r2 
is empty). 
Thus, using the same transformations a  in Lemma l, with v=f(r ) ,  we have 
a(v, P)  = a(v', P1) + o'(v", P2)- 
Furthermore, since r is a greedy linear extension, clearly also v' and v" are greedy 
respectively in Pl and/)2 and thus by hypothesis, a(r',P1)=a(P1) and a(r",P2) = 
a(P2). 
Hence a(z ,P)=a(P1)+a(P2)=a(P)  and therefore ~(P)C_ #/(P). [~ 
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Theorem 1. For a QSP poset P, ~5(P) = ~J(P). 
Proof. The previous Lemma 2 gives immediately a recursive proof of ,~(P) c_ ¢/(P). 
Let us examine the equality. 
If there exists r E g;(P) - ~(P), for P = (Pl, A) * (P2, B), then we apply on r the 
transformations of Lemma 1. 
As a(P) = tT(P  1 ) + o'(P2) , then a(r, P)  = a(v', PI) + a(v", P2)" 
By the induction hypothesis v'E ,~4~(P~) and v"E ~(P2) and this gives rE ,~¢J(P), a 
contradiction. [] 
Corollary. a(P) & exactly the number of P-nodes in the decomposition tree (i.e. the 
number of parallel compositions). 
Proof. Since it is every easy to verify a(Pl + P2) = a(Pl) + a(P2) + 1 for every posets 
PI and P2, and since by Lemma 2 we have a((PI,A).(P2, B))=a(PI)+a(P2), 
when Pl and P2 are QSP posets, we can polynomially compute a(P) by simply 
counting the P-nodes of one of its binary decomposition trees. [] 
2.2. Dimension 
Let us now consider the well known dimension of posets, denoted by dim, as 
defined by Dushnik and Miller in [6]. For a recent survey on this subject, see ref. 
[14] by Kelly and Trotter. 




dim(P1 + P2) = max(2, dim(P 1), dim(P2)), 
dim((Pl, A) • (P2, B)) __ max(dim(P l), dim(P2)) + 1. 
Proof. The first equality is well known and quite obvious, let us consider the 
inequality. 
When dim(P1)= dim(P2)= 1, then trivially dim((P1, A)*(P2, B))= 1. 
Let us now suppose dim(P1)=p, dim(P2)= q and P= (PI, A)* (P2, B) with p_< q 
and 2_<q. 
Thus there exist o~ i ~ [/'(PI), 1 <i<_p and flje 2'(P2) , l<_j<_q, such that 
P1 = ~'] °~i, P2 = A /~j. 
I<i<_p l<_j<_q 
We define: 
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Thus Q is the intersection of q linear extensions of P, and P c Q (natural order 
induced by the inclusion of their associated binary relations.) 
We notice: 
(1) For xePl :  
(~tb~B with x-xb) = (Vy~B, xq:y). 
(2) For x ~ P2: 
(VaeA with a4zx) = (Vy~A, y4:x). 
Thus we may define IA (resp. IB) the set of elements of P2 (resp. P1) which are 
incomparable in P with the elements of A (resp. B). 
Let us recall an interesting theorem of Rabinovitch (1973) (see Kelly and Trotter 
[14, p. 191]). For A, B, two disjoint subsets of a poset P, there does not exist an 
extension E of P such that a< b for each incomparable pair (a, b) with a cA and 
beB,  iff there are a~,azeA, and bl,b2~B with bl<al, b2<a 2, bl and a 2, and b 2 
and a~ are incomparable. 
Hence there obviously exists ReL/~(P) such that: Vxe I  A Vy~I  B, y<_x in R. 
Then we can easily check that QOR=P and thus we have obtained the desired 
inequality. [] 
Comments. Although dim((Pl, A) • (P2, B)) = max(2, dim(P1), dim(P2)) when A = 
max(P0 and B=min(P2) (normal series composition), the above inequality cannot 
be strengthened for the quasi-series composition. (See Figs. 2 and 3.) 
Similarly series-parallel posets are 2-dimensional posets, but since any poset P can 
be embedded in a QSP poset P, by adding vertices on the edges of its Hasse diagram. 
Thus there exist QSP posets of high dimension. 
3. Characterizations of QSP posets 
Let us denote by an 'N'  the following poset on four elements {a, b, c, d} such that 
a< b, c< b and c< d, and a and c, a and b, b and d, are incomparable. 
We say that a poset P is 'N-free' if it does not contain a cover preserving subsets 
isomorphic to N. 
With this definition we can now give some characterizations of the QSP class of 
posets. 
Theorem 2. The four following properties are equivalent: 
(i) P is QSP. 
(ii) P is an N-free poset. 
(iii) P is a C.A.C. (Chain-Antichain Complete) order (i.e. every maximal chain 
intersects each maximal antichains). 
(iv) The Hasse diagram of P is a line-digraph. 
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Therefore, this particular class of posets has been studied several times, and was 
first introduced by Grillet [8] who showed equivalence (iii) ¢* (ii). Heuchenne in [11] 
showed (iv)¢* (ii). Leclerc and Monjardet studied this class in [13]. 
Recently Rival [16] and Syslo [19] studied them with respect o the jump number. 
Obviously, from the last statement (iv) we can associate many other characteriza- 
tions of QSP by transposing those developped for line-graphs by Hemminger and 
Beineke in [10], or by Syslo in [18]. 
Proof. Hence to prove Theorem 2, it only remains to show the equivalence (i) ¢* (ii). 
(i)~(ii). This part of the proof is nearly obvious, since P0 does not contain any 
N, and our two fundamental operations (quasi-series and parallel composition) can- 
not create any N. 
(ii) ~ (i). let P be a connected poset. For any x in P we denote by F-(x) (resp. 
F+(x)) the set of predecessors (resp. successors) of x in the Hasse diagram of P. 
Since P is finite, there exists x~P such that F-(x)c_ Min(P). If P is N-free, we 
can write P=(A,A)  *(P', B) with A = F-(x),  B=F+(s) where seA,  and P '=P-A .  
As is very easy to see the subgraph of the Hasse diagram of P induced by A tO B 
is a complete bipartite graph. [] 
From this proof we obtain another ecursive construction of the QSP class, using 
the following restrictions of the parallel and quasi-series composition: 
- The Po-parallel composition 
P=P0+ P1 for any poset P1- 
- The source composition 
P=S 1 * (P2, B) 
which is the poset P= (S 1, S1)* (P2, B) where S 1 is an antichain, P2 a poset and 
B c_ min(P2). 
Corollary. The QSP class is the smallest class of posets that contains Po and closed 
Po-parallel and source composition. 
Using Theorem 2, we notice that our Theorem 1 is equivalent to the main result 
of Rival in [16]. Furthermore the use of the above corollary could even give a 
simpler proof. 
4. A linear recognition algorithm 
We present here an algorithm in O(n + m) to recognize and to decompose a poset 
P when its Hasse diagram H= (X, U) is given, (where X is the vertex set and U the 
arc set, IXl n and [Ul=m). 
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It is based essentially on the corollary of  the Theorem 2 and runs as follows: 
begin 
T~0 
while H:~0 do 
begin 
x~-source of  H 
if H-- {x} + (H-  {x}) then H~H-  {x} 
x 
\ 
T~-T4-  P 
if H= S 1 * (H-  SI, B) then H~H-  $1 
{with x6  S l } T(SI) \ 
T,-- T4- QS(S1, B) 
else "P  is not QSP"  
end {of the while} 
end {of the algorithm} 
We expose now the algorithm with more details and prove its correctness and 
determine its complexity. During this algorithm we represent a binary decomposi- 
tion tree in a bottom up fashion and use the representation used in Fig. 2. 
To each tree we associate a particular vertex named LASTRIGHT(T) which is the 
rightmost vertex of  the tree having no right son. Thus we can use the following nota- 
tion: T~ T l 4- T 2. It means that the tree T 2 is glued on the right top of  T 1 in order 
to make T. Thus the right son of  LASTRIGHT(TI) becomes the root of  T 2 and 
LASTRIGHT(T)*--LASTRIGHT(T2). 
Conventional ly when T l is empty then T~-T  2. 
For sake of  brevity, the manipulations of  the variables LASTRIGHT are omitted 
in the algorithms. 
4.1. Data structures and preprocessing 
We suppose X= { 1,2 . . . . .  n} and H represented by its neighbourhood function 
(lists): 
F + : X --' :~(X) 
i ~F+( i )={ i l  . . . . .  ik}, 
the ordered successor set (list), i.e., such that il < i2< "'" <ik. 
The algorithm uses the two well known functions on posets, the rank and the ten- 
sion respectively denoted by r and t and defined as follows: 
r :X - - *N  
x ~ r (x)=the length of  the longest path from a minimal element 
to x. 
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t: U--*N 
xy  ~ t (xy)  = r (  y )  - r (x ) .  
These functions can be computed in O(n + m) with the above data structures for 
H. 
At last, with the same complexity we obtain the ordered lists F -  of  the 









d f g h 









OS({e , f} )  
T~ 
Fig. 2. A decomposition tree obtained by the algorithm, o(P  1) = 3 and dim(P l) = 3. 





while (H-  T= 0) and (B = true) do 
begin 
x~f i r s t  element in S not yet marked 
i fx i sas ink  





else y~f i r s t  successor of x 
if t(xy)= 1 
then Bipartite(F-(y), F+ (x), B) 
if B = true 
then mark every element of F-(y)  






{t - (y )  = {xl . . . . .  xk}} 
S ~ S + F+ (x) 
else mark x 
end {of the while} 




T~T-  P4- 
else "P  is not QSP"  






Bipartite(F-(y),F+(x), B) is a procedure which checks that the subgraph of H 
induced by F- (y)U F+(x) is a complete bipartite graph and answers B = true in this 
case. 
We remark that in each QS-node it suffices to notice only F+(x) because we have 
automatically F - (y )  by exploring its left son. 
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4.3. Proof and complexity 
Theorem 3. The above algorithm recognizes and decomposes a poset P in O(n + m) 










c d e P 
\ /  \ /  
P b P 











QS({f ,g} ,{ i} )  
T 2 
Fig. 3. Arbitrary decomposition tree, not given by the previous algorithm, a(P2)= 4 and dim(P2)= 2. 
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Proof. I f  P is QSP the corollary of Theorem 2 proves that H can be decomposed as 
H= {x} + (H-  {x}) with x~ min(H) 
or  
H = $1 * (H-  $1, B) where SI ___ min(H), B c_ min(H-  $1) 
and so on with H-S1 .  
Otherwise it contains necessarily an N which will be detected in the procedure 
Bipartite. 
Let us remark that when P is QSP and t(xy)>_ 2 in the algorithm, then x is not 
considered but there exists at least one z in F-(y) such that t(zy)= 1. Therefore x
will be placed in the tree T when a vertex like z will be considered. 
Let us determine now the complexity when P is QSP. 
At the end of the algorithm we have IS [ = n, each element is considered at most 
two times; then the use of S requires O(n) elementary operations. 
To verify that the subgraph of H induced by F+(x)= {Yl . . . . .  Yl} and F - (y )= 
{Xl . . . . .  Xk} is complete bipartite we must test the equalities 
1-'+(xi)=l'+(X1), i=2,k, 
1" (ys)=r-(yl), j=2,t. 
This can be done in o(Ir+(x)l × IF-(y)])  with the ordered lists and then in 
O(n + m) for the whole graph. 
Obviously the decomposition tree of P uses O(n) time. 
Finally the algorithm is in O(n + m) when P is QSP, otherwise it stops before. 
[] 
4.4 Standard decomposition tree 
The algorithm supplies a natural decomposition tree for any QSP. 
Indeed the elements are placed in the tree with respect o the rank function: at 
first the minimal elements, then the unit-rank elements and so on. 
The only difference between two algorithmic decomposition trees associated with 
the same N-free poset depends on the apparition order of the elements with the same 
rank in S. 
By this way we can so define a class of standard decomposition trees for every 
QSP. See Fig. 2. 
4.5. An interesting problem 
Although Valdes et al. in [21] proposed a linear algorithm which recognizes every 
acircuit digraph whose transitive closure yields a series-parallel poset, it is not 
known if there exists a linear algorithm to recognize very acircuit digraph whose 
transitive closure yields a QSP poset. 
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